
Essential GL Style Transfer Test Practice Questions

How did you do?
Answers can be obtained by visiting www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/transfertests

These practice papers are designed to:
   • Give your child realistic practice for the Transfer Tests
   • Support and enhance the school curriculum
   • Revise and reinforce learning
   • Provide opportunities to build confidence
   • Help develop examination technique

Brought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.ukBrought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.uk
TTransferTests.co.uk was founded in August 2002 and was the first 
website of its kind. TransferTests.co.uk was also the first such business 
to have its products stocked in leading retailers such as Eason’s and WH 
Smith. You can now find them in most EUROSPAR shops, Creighton’s 
garages, Stewart Millar, We are Vertigo, Five Ways Newry, Sheey’s 
Cookstown, Trim Print Armagh, Smyths Newcastle, Lucia Hughes 
Omagh, Magherafelt Copy Shop, Craigavon Office Supplies, McGraths 
OfOffice Supplies, Mourne Office Supplies and BJ McNally. The tests you 
find in the Belfast Telegraph this week do not contain the same 
questions as any of the tests you will find in retailers.

The goal of TransferTests.co.uk is to help children prepare for the AQE 
and GL Transfer tests, providing great materials both on paper and 
online. With tests that mirror the actual examinations, the company’s 
reputation has grown with teachers and tutors recommending the 
products. Whether your child prefers to complete practice papers on a 
mobile, tablet or on paper, TransferTests.co.uk have a product to suit. To 
find out more visit www.TransferTests.co.uk

About the GL ExamsAbout the GL Exams
GLGL examinations are used by 34 PPTC schools as part of the selection 
criteria for year 8 admissions. A list of PPTC schools can be found at 
www.pptcni.com. On the day of the examinations children will sit one 
English paper and one Maths paper, both of which are in a multiple 
choice format. Before the main examinations there will be a practice and 
familiarisation session during which children can complete practice 
questions and get used to the exam format.  They will get time for a 
brbreak before they start the main papers.

During the examinations, the children will use an answer sheet to record their 
answers. For the purposes of this practice paper where an answer booklet has not 
been provided, children should mark their answers on the paper itself. When the 
GL examination results are issued, each child will receive a standardised mark.

GL English paper:
   • 60 questions
   • 50 minutes to complete – children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
    allowed 60 minutes
   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple 
  choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

GL Maths paper:
   • 45 questions
   • 45 minutes to complete - children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
  allowed 50 minutes
   •   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple  
  choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

ENGLISH
Ready? Let’s get started!
Read the following carefully before you begin:
   • Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
   • There are 60 multiple-choice questions to answer in 50 mins - children 
    taking the test in January 2021 will be allowed 60 minutes.
   • Read each question carefully before stating your answer.
   • Once you have selected your answer from the options given, mark it 
  carefully. 
   • Work as quickly and as carefully as you can.
   • You may do rough working on a separate sheet of paper.
   • If you make a mistake, rub it out as carefully as you can and mark your 
    new answer.
   • If you are not sure of an answer, choose the one you think is best.
   • You may read each question and check your answers as many times
      as you want.

Flip over for AQE Style Practice Paper 3
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Read this passage and answer the questions which follow. 

MIGRAINE
Almost eAlmost everyone gets headaches.  You might have one after bumping your head or during a cold or bout of the flu.  Some types of 
headaches may happen only once in a while, whereas others can happen as often as every day.  Most headaches produce a dull pain 
around the front, top, and sides of your head, almost like someone stretched a rubber band around your noggin.  A migraine is worse than 
a regular headache.  Migraines usually occur about one to four times a month.  The pain is often throbbing and on one or both sides of the 
head.  Children with migraines often feel dizzy or sick to their stomachs.  During the headache, some children are sensitive to light, noise, 
or smeor smells, and want to sleep.  When they wake up, they usually feel better.  Most migraines last from 30 minutes to 6 hours but some can 
last a day or two.

If you have migraines, you are not alone.  About one out of every 20 children, or about 8 million children in the United States, gets 
migraines.  Before age 10, an equal number of boys and girls gets migraines, but after age 12, during and after puberty, migraines affect 
girls three times more often than boys.

Migraines aren’t contagious, which means you can’t catch them from someone who has them.  A migraine begins when, for some reason, 
blood vessels in the brain constrict temporarily.  When that happens, the amount of blood and oxygen flowing to the brain drops.  
That causes other blood vessels to dilate (expand).  When those blood vessels expand, they become inflamed, throb, and cause a 
pounding pain.  As it involves changes in blood vessels, a migraine is a vascular headache.

SSome scientists believe that people who get migraines have inherited a tendency for their nervous systems to react differently to changes 
in their bodies or their environment.  Certain things may trigger a reaction in the person’s nervous system and start a migraine attack.
No one is really sure why people get migraines, but chances are, if you get migraines, another member of your family gets them as well.  
That’s because scientists think migraines are genetic, which means that certain genes passed on from parents make a child more likely to 
get them.

MigMigraines begin differently.  Some children just don’t feel right.  Light or sound may bother them or make them feel worse, and they may 
even get sick to their stomachs and throw up.  Before or during a migraine headache, some children may have muscle weakness, lose 
their sense of coordination, stumble, or even have trouble talking.

Answer the following questions. Look back over the passage. 
You should choose the best answer and circle the letter.

1. How often might migraines occur? 
  A. Seven to eight times a month    B. One to four times a month     C. Never          D. All the time          E. Every four hours

2.2. How many children in the United States suffer from migraines?
  A. 20 million     B. 88 million     C. 8 million          D. 3 million           E. 5 million 

3. What does the word ‘dilate’ mean? 
  A. Explore         B. Extract         C. Expedition          D. Expand           E. Explode

4. Scientists believe that migraines are…? 
  A. Generic         B. Generous         C. Genetic          D. General           E. Good

5. How might you feel when suffering from a migraine? 
    A. Dizzy         B. Tickly         C. Energetic          D. Hungry          E. Dehydrated

6. What type of headache is a migraine? 
  A. Volcano         B. Vulcan         C. A minor one          D. Muscular         E. Vascular

7. Migraines aren’t contagious. What does this mean? 
A. They can’t be caught         B. They can’t be cured       C. They can kill you       D. They can be caught       E. They cause cancer 

8. What is a migraine? 
  A. Worse than a            B. Better than a           C. Just the same           D. They have nothing in common         E. A mild headache  

normal headache normal headache

from someone else from someone else 
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First look for spelling mistakes in the passage below:

11    Dominating our     corner of space is             a star we call                 the Sun.
          A             B              C              D            N

12              It travels                through space           with a family          of plannets, moons,
          A             B              C              D            N

13     and other bodies,      which form the           Solar Sysstem.              The Sun is
                   A             B              C              D            N

14      huge - over 100           times wider           than Earth. It               has the most
          A             B              C              D            N

15          mass of any            objecct in the            Solar System,                750 times
          A             B              C              D            N

16         more than all          the other bodies         put together.             Sometimes the
          A             B              C              D            N

1717       Moon passes          in front of the            Sun durig the day      and a solar eclipse
          A             B              C              D            N

18        occurs. Never          look directly at             the Sun, especialy          through a
          A             B              C              D            N

19        a telescope            or binoculars.               Its glare may               blind you.
          A             B              C              D            N

20                 It is                   always beter               to be safe                  in the sun.
                   A             B              C              D            N

9. What does the word ‘constrict’ mean? 
  A. Widen     B. Narrow     C. Freeze          D. Stretch           E. Grow 

10. Sometimes migraines can last up to…?  
  A. 2 days      B. 2 months    C. 2 years          D. 2 weeks           E. 2 decades

TheThe following two passages contain a number of mistakes. You have to find the mistakes. On each line there 
is either one or no mistake. Find the group of words in which there is a mistake and circle the letter 
underneath it. If there is no mistake, circle N. 
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Now look for punctuation mistakes:
21        Compared to            Western dragons,       these beasts are      quite Small. Their
          A             B              C              D            N

22         bodies are long           and they have            two horns for             ears? They have
          A             B              C              D            N

23        no wings and          their soft breath           is said to form          clouds. They do
                   A             B              C              D            N

24       not roar. instead           they make the            sounds of                  beating gongs
          A             B              C              D            N

25            and, jingling bells.     Chinese dragons             dine on                 sparrows. They
          A             B              C              D            N

26       live wherever           there is water.           They are kind             and wise friends 
          A             B              C              D            N

2727       of human beings'        Some dragons            breathe fire             and some have wings.
          A             B              C              D            N

28         Stories of dragons           exist in                  many different               countries.
          A             B              C              D            N

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.
FFor over 900 years, the Tower of London has been standing guard over the capital.  As a Royal Palace, fortress, prison, place 
of execution, arsenal, Royal Mint, Royal Zoo and jewel house, it has witnessed many great events in British history.  The Tower 
of London was originally built by William the Conqueror, following his successful invasion of England in 1066.  The Tower of 
London is perhaps better known as a prison.  The prisoners would be brought, via the river, from Westminster where they 
would have been tried and crowds would wait on the river bank to find out the verdict to see if they would be treated to the 
spectaclespectacle of a public execution.  The executioner, with his long, sharp axe would stand behind the accused on the boat.  If 
the accused was guilty he would point his axe towards the victim and if not guilty he would point it away.  People knew that 
if found guilty there would be a public execution 48 hours later.  

Look at the statements below. Circle the best answer according to the passage.  

29. Which of the following is the Tower of London not?           

    A Prison        B  Arsenal      C Fortress       D Royal Palace        E Shopping centre
 

30.  Who built the Tower of London and when?         

A William the Conqueror    B  The Executioner    C William the Conqueror    D Westminster in 1066    E The Royal Palace 

Find one word in the passage closest in meaning to each of the statements below. Circle the matching letter.

in 1066 in 1066 900 years ago 900 years ago

A
B
C
D
E

Executioner 
Spectacle 
Fortress
Westminster 
Witnessed 

31. Something that can 
      be seen or viewed 

A
B
C
D
E

Executioner 
Spectacle 
Fortress
Westminster 
Witnessed 

32. Someone who carries
       out the death penalty 

A
B
C
D
E

Executioner 
Spectacle 
Fortress
Westminster 
Witnessed 

33. To have seen an 
       event take place 
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The following five words are used in the passage: prison, sharp, guilty, axe and his. Circle the correct box in the 
table to show which of the five words is used as an adjective, a verb, a noun, an adverb or a pronoun. 

39. Where would you normally find a passage such as the one above?

       A Tourist leaflet    B Recipe book        C Diary           D Dictionary        E Magazine  

40. How were prisoners transported? 

A By car       B By horse and cart       C Walking      D By boat     E By airplane  

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow. Circle the correct answer on your answer sheet. Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow. Circle the correct answer on your answer sheet. 
Do you like putting on an apron and making a delicious snack for your family?  How about helping 
out at the stove, stirring and sniffing the sweet smells? Or making cookies by cutting out your favourite 
shapes.  Although making food is fun, its important to know how to be safe.  This means knowing when to 
get the help of an adult assistant, how to keep things clean, and how to use the kitchen safely. 
Let’s get cookin’!  If you’ve ever seen a cooking show on TV, you know that all the best chefs have        
an assistant to help them out.  If an assistant to help them out.  If you’re a kid, an adult assistant can come in handy to make cooking 
easier and keep you safe.  Before begining any recipe, get an adult’s permission to work in the kitchen.   
If your recipe uses knives, the stove, or other kitchen appliances, you must have some adult help.     
Some things that your mum or dad uses in the kitchen may seem simple to operate, but once you use 
them yourself, you might be surprised by how difficult they actually are.  By having your assistant          
around, you can avoid surprises, stay safe, and have fun while you cook.

41. In which line has a question mark been left out? 

    A Line 5     B Line 1    C Line 3     D Line 7   E Line 9

42. In which line is there a spelling mistake? 

  A Line 1     B Line 3      C Line 11       D Line 6    E Line 7 

43. In which line is there an apostrophe missing? 

  A Line 7     B Line 3    C Line 2     D Line 6    E Line 9

44. What is the first thing you must do before you start any recipe?  

A Get an adult’s permission     B Wash your hands      C Preheat your oven    D Buy your ingredients     E Change your clothes 

45. According to the passage which of the following can an assistant not do? 45. According to the passage which of the following can an assistant not do? 

  A Make cooking easier    B Have fun with     C Avoid surprises      D Do the washing up     E Stay safe
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Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.    
CaCaffeine is a natural chemical found in tea leaves, coffee beans, cacao (the stuff used to make chocolate), and cola nuts’.  Caffeine has 
been in foods that humans eat and drink for hundreds of years.  Today, caffeine is found in many common foods and drinks, such as 
coffee, tea, hot cocoa, soda, chocolate, and some medicines.  When humans drink or eat caffeine, it acts as a stimulant.  Stimulants may 
make us feel more awake and alert.  Many people drink liquids with caffeine because they think it helps them to wake up and feel sharper, 
but no one needs caffeinated drinks, especially kids.  The best drinks for kids are water and milk, which don’t contain caffeine.  People who 
drink cadrink caffeine every day may start to depend on it.  If regular caffeine users don’t get their regular daily dose, look out!  People who are 
used to caffeine and don’t get it can develop headaches, stomach aches, and feel sleepy or grumpy all day long.

46. An apostrophe has been used incorrectly in the above passage. On which line does the mistake occur? 
  A Line 5     B Line 2    C Line 4     D Line 1    E Line 7

47. Which drink mentioned in the passage does not contain caffeine?
  A Tea leaves      B Coffee beans     C Coke    D Milk    E Hot cocoa 

48. Which word from the passage is closet in meaning to ‘something that makes you feel awake and alert’. 
  A Stimulant    B Caffeine     C Chemica    D Coffee    E Dose

49. Based on the above passage which of the following is not a common side effect for a person who doesn’t 
      get their regular daily dose of caffeine? 
A They develop headaches     B They get stomach ache     C Their leg falls off     D They are sleepy    E They feel grumpy   

50. Which of the following is caffeine found in? 
  A Milk    B Fruit     C Water    D Vegetables    E Chocolate

TheThe following passage contains a number of spelling and punctuation mistakes. You have to find the mistakes. On 
each line there is either one or no mistakes. Find the group of words in which there is a mistake and mark the 
correct letter. If there is no mistake, circle N.

51.    Earth's rotation          every 24 hours         produces day               and night.
          A             B              C              D            N

52.   Some annimals are      active in the daytime,    others at night.            Without
          A             B              C              D            N

53.53.    sunlight, plants        stop making food         and releasing                 oxygen
          A             B              C              D            N

54.     The annual         movement of Earth        around the Sun             creates the
          A             B              C              D            N

55.     seasons. Living     things are more         active in spring!          and summer.
          A             B              C              D            N

56.      The moon is        the earth’s only                 natural                       satellite. 
                   A             B              C              D            N

57.    It takes the moon          27.3 days              to orbitt Earth.             The moon 
          A             B              C              D            N

58.    is very hot during         the day but             can get very               cold at night. 
          A             B              C              D            N

59.    It is reportod        that the average           temperature               during the day
          A             B              C              D            N

60.60.   is 107 degrees Celsius        and -153               degrees Celsius             at night. 
          A             B              C              D            N
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1.  B
2.  C
3.  D
4.  C
5.  A
6.  E
77.  A
8.  A
9.  B
10. A
11. N
12. D
13. C
114. N
15. B
16. N
17. C
18. C
19. A
20. B

21. D
22. D
23. N
24. A
25. A
26. N
227. A
28. N
29. E
30. A
31. B
32. A
33. E
334. C
35. A
36. A
37. C
38. E
39. A
40. D

41. C
42. E
43. B
44. A
45. D
46. D
447. D
48. A
49. C
50. E
51. N
52. A
53. D
554. N
55. C
56. B
57. C 
58. N
59. A
60. N
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